Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a novel wavelet-based multiple II. FEATURE-ORIENTED MULTIPLE DESCRIPTION CODING description image coder, referred to as the feature-oriented MDC (FO-MDC). The proposed multiple description coder exploits the statistics A. System outline of the wavelet coefficients, and identifies the subsets of samples those are sensitive to packet loss. A joint optimization between tree-pruning and quantizer selection in the rate-distortion sense is used in order to QP min----allocate more bits to these sensitive coefficients. When compared with -C-----the state-of-the-art multiple description scalar quantization coder, the ----d---i Ern-py proposed FO-MDC yields a more efficient central-side distortion tradeoff (redmidant desciption 2) control mechanism. Furthermore, it proves to be more robust for image PnmaTy ap fonafion transmission even with high packet loss ratios. Recently, multiple description coding (MDC) has emerged as a QcodngX promising approach for error-tolerant coders and been successfully applied to media coding as a source and path diversity scheme. In a Fig. 1 . Diagram of FO-MDC encoder. MD coder, several coded streams, called descriptions, are generated, individually packetized and sent through different channels. At the In the FO-MDC framework described in Fig. 1 , the wavelet codestination, if all streams are received error-free, then a maximal efficients are partitioned into two non-overlapped subsets, defined quality signal reconstruction is possible. If only one or a few as primary descriptions. At the same time, each of these primary descriptions are successfully received, the receiver can reconstruct descriptions also serves as the candidate redundancy, defined as a lower quality, but still acceptable image. a redundant description, for the other channel. The two primary Many approaches have been proposed to realize MD coders that descriptions are generated as in Fig. 2 . Every subband is divided into use different strategies for coding variant data source: MD scalar a group of blocks; the block size may vary for different subbands. quantizer (MDSQ) [1], pairwise correlating transform (PCT) [2], Each block is further partitioned into two subsets with a checkerboard polyphase down-sampling [3], matching pursuits algorithms [4], pattern so that the intra-band correlation can be well exploited. Each and unequal error protection (UEP) [5] . Such approaches differ in subset is assigned to one of the primary descriptions. In this way the redundancy insertion and complexity. However, all the strategies are wavelet coefficients are separated into two primary descriptions in designed for the sense of general data source without the ability the manner of block access. Let RT T2(R + RT), be the target to adjust the inserted redundancy for the benefit of specified image rate for both channels, where RT and R T (RT < RT) denote the source, i.e. all the candidate redundant data are equally weighted to target rates for the primary description and the redundant description be introduced with a predetermined strategy. This causes inefficient per channel. Let QP be the quantizer for both primary descriptions. redundancy allocation amongst the different distributed data of a Qj represents the quantizer for the redundant description of the ith specified image. When certain packets are lost or a channel trans-channel, i =1, 2. By symmetry, the rest of the discussion is devoted mission fails, only partial redundancy can significantly contribute to for channel 1 while the other channel can be done in the same manner. recover the corrupted contents.
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In this paper, a novel wavelet-based MD coder, named as featureDecitoI oriented MDC (FO-MDC), is proposed. The wavelet coefficients of Dscription each subband are partitioned into two subsets with a checkerboard pattern, so that more correlations between partitions can be used for data estimation. The regions (of the wavelet coefficients) sensitive to packet loss are identified with the aid of estimation using an error concealment technique. These identified regions hold the coefficients that require to be well protected. The rate budget is allocated as many bits as possible to these coefficients. This is realized by joint optimization of tree-structured pruning and quantizer selecting.
Consequently, the reconstruction of corrupted packets can greatly Fig. 2 . Primary description generation with block access for FO-MDC. benefit from the inserted redundancy at a given target rate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates Let S'P and Sr denote the primary description and the redundant the problem, the FO-MDC system and the proposed coding algo-descriptions of channel 1, respectively. Sr denotes the quantized ST. rithms are discussed. Numerical results are presented in Section III. At a given target rate for the redundancy, the FO-MDC tries to insert Concluding remarks are given in Section IV. only a subset of Sr into channel 1. By executing the edge-adaptive 0-7803-9390-2/06/$20.00 ©C2006 IEEE error concealment (EA-EC) technique [6] with the quantized primary II-C. Consequently, we can achieve a local optimal point on the description, SP, an estimated version of the redundant description, convex rate-distortion curve for each choice of (q, A). A fast iterative sr, can be obtained. However, Not all the local features can be algorithm (Algorithm 3) is developed to search for the best stepsize efficiently estimated. The estimation errors vary for different regions q C Qlr and the associated slope A. of an image because of the variant local features. With the EA-EC B Tree-pruning for fixed q and A method, the estimation is more accurate for the regions that are either smooth or crossed by certain dominant orientations. These regions are With q and A fixed, the following Algorithm 1 is used to find the not sensitive to corruption. However, the estimation accuracy drops best P C T The spatial trees of T formulated from the quantized for the regions in which the transitions are arbitrarily distributed redundant description ST are scanned from the finest to the coarsest without any bias. These regions are sensitive to transmission errors resolution. Each node n can be labeled as a zerotree root, an isolated since they are not efficient to estimate. Based on Sr, it is convenient zerotree root, or a valued node. A zerotree root is a node of which the to recognize those coefficients of S' that are not sensitive to packet whole subtree Tn is carved out. All the coefficients of Tn including loss by pruning a wavelet coefficient tree constructed from Sr in the node n are reconstructed from the estimated redundant description the rate-distortion sense. It is natural to throw away these identified S'r An isolated zerotree root is a node where the node itself is carved coefficients from Sr and reconstruct them according to Sr at the out while at least one of its descendants remains. A valued node receiver. identifies a node with nonzero quantized coefficients. Let k be the Let T be the set of all trees grown from the nodes belonging iteration count. m(n) refers to the zerotree map of node n at the (k)~~~~~~~~~~~k to Si in the LL band and P be the set of all subtrees extracted kth iteration of the algorithm indicating the zerotree root, md) 0 W , from T. Consider a node n C Sr. Let Tn be the tree grown from isolated zerotree root n m(k) 1 or valued node, mnk) 2. When n to its full depth, Pn be any subtree of Tn, and On be the set the node n is identified as an isolated zerotree node, a cost of the of the direct descendants of n. For each wavelet coefficient w, estimation error Dn will be incurred from removing the node n. belonging to node n, there are two candidates, the quantized W' Similarly, it results in a cost of D (Tn) with the subtree Tn being and the estimated wj which can be used to recover wj. Define their pruned if node n is determined as a zerotree node, where D (Ta) (1) level index. qEQ-,PCT Algorithm I The constrained optimization problem of (1) can be converted to an 1) Set k <-0, L N -1 and P(O) <-T.
unconstrained formulation using the well-known Lagrange multiplier Set all m(°) 2, i.e. all the nodes are initialized as valued method. It can be shown [7] that the solution to (1) is identical to nodes. that of the equivalent unconstrained problem with RT (q, F) RT:
2) Update probability model based on the quantization indices minl {JT(q, F9) = D(q, F9) + ART(q, P9)},'
associated with p(k-1) if k > 1. Estimate R$2k) for each q IQl,PCT survived node n with the first-order entropy.
where JT(q, F) is the Lagrangian cost including both rate and 3) For each node n at level L, determine whether to carve out distortion. The solution of (2) RCjOef (q, F)) + RSrjde(q, F)) . RT. This is described in Section some nodes are pruned, then k <-k + 1, go back to
Step 2) to update the probability model and iterate again. Otherwise stop are removed from LRD. In this way, heavy computation loads are the iteration, and set the tree-pruning map as mn <-mn$, avoided by tolerating an approximation of A.
n C T. The resulting p(k) is declared as the local optimal Algorithm 3 pruned trees PI for the choice of (q, A).
1) Set k <-0, q(°) qmax, ql <-qmin and qh <-qmaxx C. Side information coding and adjustment Construct LRD with a few operating points as discussed above.
2) Quantize coefficients of S' with q(k). Update LRD by inserting
The tree-pruning map is deeply coupled with the choice of (q, A).
the new operating point. Compute A(k) with LRD using (6). 
Algorithm 2
The proposed FO-MDC is compared with the state-of-the-art MDSQ 1) Set L <-N -1 and P2 P*1. scheme [9] . A four-level wavelet decomposition is applied using the 2) Update probability model. Estimate bitrate for each surviving 10-18 Daubechies wavelet filters. The 512 x 512 images Lena and node by the first-order entropy.
Barbara are tested.
3) Let Jn = Dn + ARn be the minimum cost of node n obtained D. Determine the best pair of (q, A)
To satisfy the rate constraint, we have to search for the optimal 29 pair (q*, A*) in a finite admissible set located on the RD curve. Let R f(q) be the function specifying the relationship between q and R for S' without tree-pruning. Since RT < RT/2, the set of admissible q is constrained in the range of (qmin, qmax), where To invest the potential of tree-pruning, a codec, named as NPcorresponding slopes Ai can be approximated by [8] MDC), is also tested. In this codec, the primary descriptions are where d is an arbitrarily small positive number added to make sure using optimal partitioning to generate the primary descriptions.
that the smallest rate is picked if Ai is a singular slope value. A The points that are not located on the convex hull of the RD function PSNR. This experiment is to verify the ability to achieve reasonable 35l5.I,
The survived packets from both channels are combined for the two23s3s~0t -ZG 0f<'<,~9 T < 0 4 channel reconstruction. This experiment is tested with the packet loss ratios of 3%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 30%. For each specified packet ratio increasing; the drop of PSNR can be up to 3.2 dB, whereas the FO-MDC proves to be more robust. The PSNR degradation is less than 1.5 dB even for a high loss ratio of 30%. tradeoff points between the central and side decoders with variant One drawback of FO-MDC is its high complexity of the optimal redundancies. For a good MD coder, it is expected to achieve higher pruning algorithm. The high performance of FO-MDC is obtained at PSNR from the central (side) decoder with the side (central) PSNR the expense of about 2.1 -2.6 times complexity compared to NPfixed.
MDC. Reducing the heavy computation loads of FO-MDC is one of Evidently, FO-MDC achieves consistent improvement over NP-our future research interests. MDC and MDSQ at all testing points. With the same side re-IV. CONCLUSION construction distortion, the performance gap of the central decoder between FO-MDC and MDSQ is significant, ranging from 0.6 -2 dB.
In this work, we have proposed a novel multiple description coding Both NP-MDC and MDSQ include all the redundant coefficients for system. Unlike most of the recent developments, our approach is coding, and NP-MDC achieves slight gains over MDSQ. However, based on the observation that only partial samples of the specified the improvement of FO-MDC over NP-MDC is significant, which image source are highly sensitive to data corruption. Hence it is verifies the efficiency of optimal tree-pruning. It should be noted reasonable to assign more bits to This work was supported in part by NSF Grant ECS-0528964. more bits are allocated to the coefficients that are sensitive to data corruption. We also notice that FO-MDC can easily achieve more
